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* NOTICES * 

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for anydamages caused by the use of this translation. 

1. This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original 

precisely. 

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated. 

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated. 

[Claim (s) ] 

[Claim 1] 1 or two or more terminal units which have a use control means for using the product 

of software or a work, Manage the user information using the product of said software or a work, 

and a communication line is minded [ said ]. It consists of connectable management equipment. 

To the product of said software or a work, or the use control means of the product by progress of 

an expiration date Locking/destructive processing means automatically made impossible [ use of 

the product of said software or a work ] is incorporated. Said terminal unit With some or all of a 

continuation use demand processing means to require renewal of the right which uses the product 

of said software or a work to said management equipment, the key which continuation use was 

accepted and was sent from said management equipment, or its body of a product It has 

unlocking/reuse processing means which makes the product of said software or a work available. 

Said management equipment A prequalification processing means to examine use rating using 

user information to the continuation use demand from said terminal unit, An examination is 

passed. A use right The unapproved duplicate use prevention system of the software/work 

characterized by having a use right update process means to transmit the key for making the 

product of said software or a work available when updating, or some or all of the body of a 

product to said terminal unit via a communication line. 

[Claim 2] A communication line The key which has the information, the expiration date, and the 

use conditions of judging software, or the body of a product and user individual of a work in a 

user's terminal unit which is an unapproved duplicate use prevention art about the product of the 

software or the work used and sold, and was purchased The software or the work purchased using 

the key in the 1st process sent via a communication line and a user's terminal unit is unlocked. 

With the 2nd process in which an updating procedure is performed to a vender's management 

equipment before progress of an expiration date or after progress when it will be locked or 

destroyed automatically, software or a work will suspend actuation and a user will wish 

continuation use, if it is used and an expiration date comes, and a vender's management 

equipment, it The 3rd process in which win popularity and some or all of a new key, said 

software, or the body of a product of a work is sent to a user's terminal unit via a communication 

line, The unapproved duplicate use prevention art of the software/work characterized by repeating 

as long as it has the 4th process which continues use of the software or the work purchased in a 

user's terminal unit till the next expiration date and continuation use of said said from 2nd process 

to 4th process is carried out. 
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[Detailed Description of the Invention] 

[0001] 

[Industrial Application] This invention is the system or approach for preventing the duplicate of 

a computer program and the traditional work of a movie and others, and it connects with the 

management equipment of a pin center,large periodically especially using a communication line, 

and it relates to the unapproved duplicate use prevention system of software/work and the 

unapproved duplicate use prevention art from which it was made for the product purchased if a 

use right was not updated to become use impossible. 

[0002] 

[Description of the Prior Art] The software which is a computer program, and conventionally 

still more various technique for unapproved duplicate prevention of traditional works, such as 

video and music, are proposed. 

[0003] For example, the following approaches are considered by protection of software. 

** The approach by hardware protection (inspection of the serial number of existence, such as 

special hardware, the hard disk (HD) limitation to install, and hardware). 

[0004] ** The approach by floppy disk (FD) protection (existence of original FD.) The 

information which original FD is the substandard approach which cannot be reproduced in the 

usual duplicate actuation, and serves as a key is described. 

[0005] ** The approach by manual protection (a question occurs at the time of starting and it 

unlocks using the information indicated by the manual attached to software, and the booklet for 

protection.) A question is changed each time. 

[0006] ** The approach by network protection (it is used by the software of the computer 

connected to LAN etc., and if software with the same serial number more than the number 

permitted on the network is working, it will not operate). 

[0007] ** The approach by the author rise (an installable count is restricted and the file showing 

the right of duplicate use is transmitted to HD which installed software from original FD with the 

tool of dedication.) The existence of the right of duplicate use is inspected at the time of starting. 

[0008] In addition, they are a register system (a person's identifier permitted each time at the 

time of starting is displayed), and a serial-number entry system (it does not start, unless it 

requires and inputs the serial-number input of software at the time of the first starting.) as an 

approach of which it complains to conscience. Since a serial number is stored in software by the 

input, when unjust reproduction is carried out, it can pursue whether it is what was sold to whom. 

By this technique, there is that it is not necessary to give a meaning serial number according to an 

individual etc. at the time of software production. 

[0009] Moreover, analogically by video or music, the approach image quality deteriorates greatly 

by adding quality degradation processing of a copy guard etc. to a rental video at the time of 

dubbing is put in practical use. Furthermore, in digital one from which a duplicate poses a serious 

problem, the approach of incorporating an anti-copying system as specification has put in practical 

use and spread from the beginning. In DAT and CD, SCMS (serial copy management system) 
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was adopted and the grandchild copy is prevented using the copy management information 

attached to music information. 

[0010] 

[Problem (s) to be Solved by the Invention] It is thought that software and a work will be sold 

more often via a circuit in the future. Also in this case, the device in which an unapproved 

duplicate is prevented is important. 

[0011] As the approach, according to each software, attaching the special hardware used as a key 

needs mailing of hardware for a terminal from each software developer, and the convenience of 

sale via a circuit is spoiled. Moreover, FD protection is dangerous while it is inconvenient, since 

original FD is needed each time, and FD must mail. Manual protection must also require the time 

and effort unlocked at every use, and a document must be mailed. Network protection requires the 

inspection on a circuit at every software starting, and when using it, separating from a circuit, it 

does not function. FD of the master which manages the count of a duplicate is independently 

required for an author rise. 

[0012] For this reason, it is difficult to prevent an unjust duplicate, not spoiling the convenience 

which sells software via a circuit by the conventional technique. Moreover, generally checking the 

identity of the equipment used needs a difficult and complicated procedure. 

[0013] Moreover, it cannot be coped with at the suitable cost for the use demand of various 

level, such as wanting to use at a low price only in a certain period to use only a few, since it is 

good. Moreover, SCMS (serial copy management system) is difficult to include special hardware 

in a use device beforehand, and to attach all in a general-purpose computer as a matter of fact. 

Moreover, it is thought that the inclusion of equipment which removes SCMS on the character in 

which it is used by each one, incorporating required equipment is easy for a computer. Moreover, 

there is a problem that the code of SCMS can be changed also with a software-based means. 

[0014] It makes it possible to prevent an unjust duplicate without this invention's aiming at 

solution of the above-mentioned trouble, and not spoiling the convenience which sells software 

etc. via a circuit but procedure needing [ complicated ], and it aims at making management 

possible easily to trial of a certain period etc. 

[0015] 

[Means for Solving the Problem] The vender of software or a work is set to A and a purchaser 

is set to B. In addition, although A and B explain in order to give explanation intelligible, 

equipments, such as a vender's computer and a user's computer, actually operate, respectively. 

[0016] A sells software/work via a circuit. When User B wishes to purchase, B submits a use 

application via a circuit to A. The individual humanity news (the address, an identifier, 

information on equipment, etc.) which can be judged as B being B is included in this use 

application. 

[0017] A examines this, and if it passes, it will create uniquely the service condition demanded 

using the individual humanity news of B, and the key equivalent to a period. A sends software, or 

the body of a product and key of a work to B via a circuit in exchange for a tariff. 

-3 - 
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[0018] B is using a key with a term and can use the purchased software. If an expiration date 

comes, the purchase object of B will become use impossible by automatic locking or destruction. 

If you want to use further here, a continuation use application will be made via a circuit to A. A 

creates the valid key till the next term by the same approach by this application, and B is passed. 

At this time, A offers bug correction, maintenance, amelioration, modification of use conditions, 

and version up service to B if needed. 

[0019] Thus, use of software etc. is made into a term system, and if there is need, a means to 

update periodically will be established. 

[0020] 

[Function] Therefore, even if it copies the software sold on the circuit, if a term comes, it will 

become impossible using it and duplicate use cannot be performed. Moreover, the updating 

procedure is impossible except a registrant. Therefore, it becomes possible to prevent duplicate 

use of an inaccurate user in time limit, providing the purchaser of normal with the best 

maintenance service without mailing the thing equivalent to a key (i.e., without it spoiling the 

convenience of sale by the circuit). Even if the duplicate use in this case has been independent of 

a circuit unlike network protection, it is effective. 

[0021] 

[Example] Drawing 1 is the system configuration Fig. of the example of this invention. The 

terminal unit 10 of the user using software or a work is connectable through the communication 

line at the management equipment 20 which sells software or a work. 

[0022] A terminal unit 10 has the use control means 11 for using the product 13 of the 

purchased software/work. If this use control means 11 is the starting control means of that 

program, and the work of an image when the product purchased, for example is a software 

program and it is works, such as a display-control means and music, it is a voice output control 

means etc. These are offered each time in the form attached to the product which it may be 

beforehand prepared in the terminal unit 10, and was purchased. 

[0023] Progress of the expiration date of the purchased product builds into the use control means 

11 of a terminal unit 10, or the product 13 of software/work locking/destructive processing means 

12 automatically made impossible [ use of the product 13 of software/work ] by locking or a 

part of destruction. Moreover, a terminal unit 10 has a continuation use demand processing means 

14 require renewal of the right which uses the product 13 of software/work to management 

equipment 20, and a part of key which continuation use was accepted and was sent from 

management equipment 20, its body of a product or unlocking/reuse processing means 15 which 

boils all and makes the product 13 of software/work available more. 

[0024] Management equipment 20 manages the information which judges the user individual 

who purchased the product 13 of software/work with the user information management means 21, 

an expiration date, other use conditions, etc. Management equipment 20 refers to the user 

information on the user information management means 21 to the continuation use demand 

(updating demand) from the continuation use demand processing means 14 of a terminal unit 10. 
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A prequalification processing means 22 to examine whether you are a regular purchaser and use 

rating, When the examination is passed, it has a use right update process means 22 to transmit the 

key for making available the product 13 of the software/work locked or destroyed, or some or all 

of the body of a product to a terminal unit 10 via a communication line. 

[0025] The actuation is as follows. Management equipment 20 sends the key which has the 

information, the expiration date, and the use conditions of judging the body of a product and user 

individual in the terminal unit 10 of the user who purchased the product 13 of software/work via a 

communication line. Moreover, those information is registered into the user information 

management means 21. 

[0026] The product 13 of software/work is used by the use control means 11 until it unlocks the 

product 13 of software/work using the sent key and an expiration date comes by a user's terminal 

unit 10. If an expiration date comes, the product 13 of software/work will suspend actuation by 

locking, the part, or all destruction automatically. When a user wishes continuation use, the 

continuation use demand processing means 14 performs an updating procedure to a vender's 

management equipment 20 before progress of an expiration date or after progress. 

[0027] With a vender's management equipment 20, in response to it, use rating is examined with 

the prequalification processing means 22, and if an examination is passed, some or all of product 

13 body of a new key, or software/work will be sent to a user's terminal unit 10 via a 

communication line with the use right update process means 23. Moreover, the user information 

on the user information management means 21 is updated. 

[0028] In a user's terminal unit 10, the product 13 of software/work is made again available with 

unlocking/reuse processing means 15, and use of the product 13 of software/work is continued till 

the next expiration date. It repeats, as long as continuation use of these processings is carried out. 

[0029] If a terminal unit 10 is periodically connected with management equipment 20 using a 

communication line and a use right is not updated, the product 13 of software/work becomes use 

impossible, and unjust trial will be prevented by this. 

[0030] Next, the still more concrete example of this invention is explained with reference to 

drawing 2 . Although the following examples explain the case where the software of a computer 

is sold, works based on the fact, such as traditional works, such as a movie, and a photograph, a 

text, and an address book, a material for investigation, are sufficient as this. 

[0031] The vender of software is set to A and a user (purchaser) is set to B. 

(1) The use contract vender A of software sells software via a circuit. The notice plate of 

personal computer communications etc. advertizes software to sell (processing 30). If User B 

performs a data claim if needed (processing 31), Vender A will receive a claim (processing 32) 

and will send the data and the application form which were demanded through a communication 

line. 

[0032] When User B wishes to purchase, User B submits a use application via a circuit to 

Vender A (processing 33). This use application contains the individual humanity news (the 

address, an identifier, information on equipment, etc.) which can be judged as User B being a 
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behind just purchaser (user B). 

[0033] The demand of individual humanity news may change the detail according to the engine 

performance of the key demanded from the price and function of software. For example, in the 

strong sample of the character as advertisement, an individual humanity news demand is lost and 

the key of only an expiration date is used. 

[0034] Vender A examines this (processing 34), and if it passes, he will create uniquely the 

service condition demanded using User's B individual humanity news, and the key equivalent to a 

period (processing 35). 

(2) Prepare the creation key of a key in the enciphered form, including information to which the 

following judgments are attained. In addition, since the technique about the various security by 

encryption itself is common knowledge, the detailed explanation about the encryption etc. is 

omitted. 

[0035] (a) A clock is required to judge the expiration date of the judgment software of an 

expiration date. It connects with a circuit, and it will be given priority to and used if the clock 

used as criteria is on a circuit. When separated from the circuit, the clock which equipment has is 

used. Since it is also considered that processing of returning within an expiration date 

intentionally is made by the terminal user, if the clock of an equipment proper inspects a clock 

and has back track whenever it is started after that from the time installed first, it will be 

considered as disqualification. Moreover, the number of starts is also inspected to coincidence, 

and if the upper limit considered from commonsense use is exceeded, it will consider as 

disqualification. 

[0036] Software is first read in search of a key, when started. Then, use conditions are decoded 

from a key and the condition is inspected. And it will start, if inspection is passed, and if 

disqualified, that will be displayed on a user and will be ended. In addition, about an expiration 

date, it is good to show around in the phase in which the updating stage drew near at the time on 
** 

[0037] In addition, if inspection performs after starting by periodical or event drive (it inspects 

when using specific functions, such as printing of a document), it is more safe. What is necessary 

is just to set up an expiration date according to the function of a tariff and software etc. For 

example, if a function is limited and it is made no charge or a low price in the expiration date for 

about one week case [ like a sample ], I can have you try widely. When there are track records 

— the software currently passed to the man was not reproduced in the past by the long-term use 

user on the other hand — it is possible to carry out an expiration date in 1 etc. 

[0038] (b) When the use conditions the equipment used carried out [ conditions ] the 

judgment contract limit equipment, the equipment used needs to be identity judged. If the 

information on an equipment proper can be taken out from software, it will use for the judgment 

at the time of starting. For example, since it is decided at a meaning that a mac number will be 

the adapter of ether and this can be read by software when Ethernet is used, this is used for a 

judgment. In addition, even if it cannot decide on a meaning, it will be used for criteria if the 
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information (the format of equipment, label name of a hard disk, etc.) which can limit equipment 

to some extent can read from software. However, about the information which changes with 

modification of an equipment configuration etc. behind, it avoids using or the recurrence line of 

the key is carried out at every modification. 

[0039] Although dependability is inferior when information on an equipment proper cannot fully 

be read from software, the file of the invisible attribute created based on a user's individual 

humanity news is used as criteria with a key as ID of equipment. Licence can also be given to 

two or more sets when using this approach. It stores in equipment to permit this invisible attribute 

file according to a predetermined install activity. 

[0040] (c) Although it is impossible to prevent decode prevention decode completely, if decode 

does not balance cost, it is good practically. That is, decode is difficult to some extent and there is 

no versatility, and if the life is restricted, it will be satisfactory practically. A complicated and 

special key is used for the software of a large sum for the easy key for cheap software. Moreover, 

each software developer and breadth of the damage by decode if it designs uniquely for every 

software further are made as for the device of a key to the minimum. Moreover, since 

amelioration and modification can be added in the case of the renewal procedure of use of 

software if there is need, it can respond to change of a situation flexibly. 

[0041] (3) A functional limit functional limit of software is offering only the need and the 

optimal thing for a user. Thereby, User B has the advantage which can build the software which 

did not need to pay unnecessary cost and suited its equipment environment and the application. 

Moreover, since a user's demand information can come to hand and software differs according to 

each people, Vender A can decrease an unjust duplicate. 

[0042] In use conditions, the thing about a functional limit of software may be managed with a 

key, or functional limitation may be carried out and it may create a body. Although it can be 

flexibly coped with only by modification of a key even if former one changes use conditions 

behind, there is a danger that a user will change use conditions unjustly by forgery of a key. 

[0043] (4) The transfer vender A of software performs a user registration in exchange for a 

tariff (processing 36), sends the body of software, and a key to User B via a circuit, or performs 

remote install. 

[0044] By using a key with a term, User B unlocks software (processing 37), and can start and 

use the purchased software (processing 38). Moreover, since User B is a registrant of normal, 

when a problem occurs, if it connects with a predetermined pin center,large, he can receive 

aftercare service of a maintenance etc. at any time (processing 39). 

[0045]  (5) If the updating expiration date of use consent comes, User's B purchase object will 

become use impossible by software automatic locking (processing 40) etc. 

[0046] The following approaches can be considered about use impossible. 

1. The body of software is saved as it is, and do not only start it. 

2. The software itself does the autoclasis and disappearance of. 

[0047] 3. Software carries out self-encryption. 

- 7 - 
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Moreover, a condition may change according to conditions. For example, when it is going to start 

like the ATM card of a bank with the key which cannot be used, although no 3 times happen, 

there is also autoclasis or the approach of enciphering that it is going to start more than it. 

[0048] If you want to use further here, a continuation application will be made via a circuit by 

updating application to Vender A (processing 41). The vender A who received the application 

from User B creates the valid key till the next term by the same approach after an examination 

(processing 42)  (processing 43), and hands User B. 

[0049] If the body of software also newly adds a certain information in the case of updating and 

the information corresponding to it is included in a key, even if those who did unjust reproduction 

of the body receive a new key by a certain approach, since it cannot unlock, safety will increase. 

[0050] A body will also be transmitted if User's B software has destroyed and disappeared. 

When self-encryption is being carried out, the software to decode is sent, or it operates by remote 

control via a circuit, and decodes. 

[0051] Vender A offers bug correction, maintenance, amelioration, modification of use 

conditions, and version up service to User B if needed at the time of updating (processing 44). In 

User's B terminal unit 10, software is unlocked with the sent key (processing 45), and it is made 

available. Henceforth, it becomes possible to use software and to receive service of a maintenance 

etc. until the next expiration date comes. 

[0052] The above processing is repeated whenever a term comes below. 

(6) If the identity judging function of equipment is included in the key given to the unauthorized 

use user, software cannot be reproduced unjustly and it cannot start with other equipments. 

[0053] When the identity judging function of equipment is not included, software can be 

reproduced unjustly and it can start with other equipments, but it will become use impossible if a 

term comes. Moreover, the service via a circuit those [ whose ] who have not received use 

consent include an updating activity cannot be used. Moreover, the serial number of software is 

registered and the software used improperly receives a limit of updating and a function. 

[0054]   (7) It is visible, and image drawing 3 of the example of the direction is drawing 

showing the example of how (user interface) to the user in the example of this invention to an 

actual user to be visible, and how whose software immediately after selling (a) is visible, how 

depending on which the key appears as for (b), how depending on which the software of (c) 

after the unlocking activity was done by the user is visible, and (d) show the example of the use 

license information display of the software given to the user 

[0055] For example, suppose that the user purchased online movie information. As shown in 

drawing 3 (a) and (b), the purchased software and its key are displayed on their desktop by 

purchase processing. If a key is put into software, as shown in drawing 3 (c), it can start by the 

same starting approach as the usual software. At the time of a standup, as shown in drawing 3 

(d), the use conditions and term which a key has are displayed. This information can be seen 

when required. 

[0056] 

- 8 - 
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[Effect of the Invention] As explained above, even if it reproduces unjustly the software 

purchased on the circuit according to this invention, if a term comes, it becomes impossible using 

it and it cannot be used. Moreover, the updating procedure is impossible except a registrant. 

Therefore, it becomes possible to prevent duplicate use of an inaccurate user in time limit, 

providing the purchaser of normal with the best maintenance service without mailing the thing 

equivalent to a key (i.e., without it spoiling the convenience of sale by the circuit). Even if the 

duplicate use in this case has been independent of a circuit unlike network protection, it is 

effective. 

[0057] Moreover, in if you want to use only the function in a trial, the conventional software 

sale that only a certain period is required, correspondence can respond also to a demand of the 

difficult user flexibly, and this invention has the effectiveness to which commercial-scene 

expansion of software is urged. 

[0058] Moreover, time limit sale and the right sale of viewing-and-listening consent are attained 

also about works, such as a movie, and it can respond to the need which does not set possession 

as the first purpose, for example, need which goes to the movie, need which is borrowed and seen 

by the rental video. If you wish re-viewing and listening or possession as a result of seeing the 

contents, it can be coped with by newly changing and updating use conditions. 

[Brief Description of the Drawings] 

[Drawing 1] It is the system configuration Fig. of the example of this invention. 

[Drawing 2] It is drawing showing the flow of processing by the example of this invention. 

[Drawing 3] It is drawing to the user in the example of this invention in which are visible to and 

showing the example of the direction. 

[Description of Notations] 

10 Terminal Unit 

11 Use Control Means 

12 Locking/Destructive Processing Means 

13 Product of Software/Work 

14 Continuation Use Demand Processing Means 

15 Unlocking/Reuse Processing Means 

20 Management Equipment 

21 User Information Management Means 

22 Prequalification Processing Means 

23 Use Right Update Process Means 
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